This article compares the forming and transforming process of two grand ancient capitals, Chang'an and Rome. Chang'an had been chosen as the capital of ancient China for many occasions. Repeated relocation had left Chan'an with a series of former sites widely distributed. By contrast, the urban cores of Rome had never moved faraway but remained within a confined area. It is observed that the historic city of Rome tend to be superimposed vertically instead of being horizontally scattered like Chang'an. This paired intriguing phenomenon makes the researcher wonder why and how these differences were made in the two millennium-old cities' urbanization process. This study delves into the cause and mechanism of their unique development manners by comparing site selection procedures and the temporal-spatial configuration of each city respectively. Three aspects of proposition have been identified as critical to the cause of such dissimilarities, namely ideological thinking, practical consideration, and construction materials.
Introduction
This article aims at comparing the formation and transforming process of two grand ancient capitals, Chang'an in China and Rome in Italy. Both of them have been used for more than two and a half millenniums, continuously, without complete abandonment but having their urbanized territory shrunk due to the decline of the respective empires. Both the two worldly famous and influential capitals have been the heart of great unified empires, which granted them symbolical importance in each civilization. While Rome was known as the eternal city that embraced enduring prosperity by constructing with imperishable materials, deemed as ideal classics, Chang'an was seen as the spiritual hometown and the root of Chinese civilization. A long history of being capitals enabled Chang'an and Rome to become hybridized and collaged with remnants and memories dated back to various times.
There were in fact serial capitals of Chang'an horizontally distributing over the Guanzhong region (see Figure 1 ), 1 whereas stratigraphic layers of Rome throughout history were vertically superimposed around a specific center (see Figure 2 ). Such contrasting consequences were unique yet typical of each experience of urban developments. 2 Investigating on this paired phenomenon comparatively will inspire and enrich our understanding about the evolving patterns of historic cities from the ancient to the present. Considering the epochs that both cities underwent most of the transformation, this article primarily focuses on the periods from the inauguration of the cities to the 9 th century CE. 3 Chang'an was chosen to be the capital of at least 13 Chinese dynasties successively. More precisely, it is observed that the historic capital(s) of Chang'an have been relocated several times, each new site not far from the preceding forsaken ones. By contrast, the urban cores of Rome that were established and renovated in various historical eras had always remained within a confined area which was later enclosed by the Aurelian Wall. 1 See Figure 1 for detailed names of these ancient capitals and the shifts of their sites. Chang'an is the old name of the contemporary Xi'an municipal city in the Province of Shaanxi, China. Situated on the Guanzhong basin, Xi'an is one single city that incorporates into more than one ancient capital within its territory. Each ancient capital has its own name. In order not to confuse the readers, this article uses Chang'an as an umbrella term for the group of cities that located within contemporary Xi'an. Since the sack in the end of the Tang dynasty (904 CE exactly), Chang'an has never been the capital of China again but was downgraded as a local city. The official name of Chang'an was changed to Xi'an in 1369 CE. 2 Nowadays a modern city that comprised the remnants of several former capitals can find resemblances among the most important Chinese ancient capitals, such as Beijing and Luoyang. Layered relics could be seen in Kaifeng and other villages along the Yellow River. Within the reach of the former Roman Empire, Some new cities were retained and redeveloped on the old Roman spatial configuration, such as London, Milan, Lyon, Paris, Koln, and Vienna. There were also medieval cities that chose not to build upon the ruins but to relocate out of them. This couple of horizontally dispersed versus vertically superimposed ancient capitals makes the researcher wonder why and how these differences were made in the two millennium-old cities' urban histories as well as how these evolving patterns would further impact the contemporary urbanization process (see Figure 3) . Beginning with such an observation, this article attempts to delve into the cause and mechanism of their unique development manners by comparing site selecting procedures and the temporal-spatial configuration of each city respectively. Three aspects of proposition that are crucial to such dissimilarities, have been identified, namely ideological thinking (which reflects on various definitions towards the idea of a city), practical consideration (for living through the tension between water and land), and construction materials (constructing eternity in stone versus planning ephemerality with decomposable materials). This article not merely sheds light on the evolvement of each urban form but also puts forward the need to reconsider the definitions of the city and its architecture, which are critical to how we perceive the conservation and resilience of the city based on cultural diversity. 
Ideological Thinking: Various Ideas of a City
For both the ancient Chinese and the ancient Romans, rational analysis has never been the only criteria for determining where to establish their major cities. Intangible and symbolic consideration seemed to play a significant, if not a dominant, role in each divinatory site selecting procedure. Either by geomancy, the milfoil and the tortoiseshell (in ancient China) or via hepatoscopy (in ancient Rome), observing horoscope and omens (in both), mystical means were employed respectively to ensure that the location chosen for the proposed city was under favorable auspices. 1 Although sharing similar thoughts in seeking heavenly advice and trying to be "consonant with the natural order," 2 the divergent results of the site(s) selection manifest that the two ancient civilizations possessed various ideas of what constitutes a city. The one and only Rome has never been away from its legendary center (Caput Mundi, capital of the world) even after ceasing to be the Capital; on the other hand, constant relocation has produced a series of Chinese royal capital(s) scattering in the Guanzhong region.
Constructing an eternal city or settling in one permanent capital is not a Chinese idea. In reality, multiple capitals or metropolis, which made migration much easier, were common in the Chinese urban regime. Feasibility of logistics, military defense or rebellion, ethnic custom, political influence of domestic clans, as well as periodical climate change were potential factors that prompted Chinese monarchs and his intimate courtiers to make the decision of moving from one capital to another. Even if the monarch made his mind to move to an already existing city, the exact location and layout of such a city would not necessarily be retained. This was true, especially when a successor overthrew the previous government and established a united empire anew. Ideally and ideologically, the most triumphant challengers were eager to wipe out any symbols or memories related to the former dynasty, royal palaces, and capital. Only if it was financially realizable, a new walled capital would be constructed to substitute for the old one. In demarcating the new capital, normally the territory of the former capital in ruins was carefully avoided since the ancient Chinese regarded the past history of being defeated as a sign of misfortune. Ideology as such was distinct from ancient Rome.
Furthermore, the construction of the Chinese capital was commissioned by the monarch who claimed to be "the Son of Heaven" (tian-zi), that was to say, Studies, 4 (1965): 669-670. the one who acted for heavenly deities in ruling the world of mortals. 1 The ideal spatial configuration of the capital, and only the monarch's capital was arranged as an imitation of the constellations. The royal palace positioned in the center was a symbolic representation of "the monarch as a terrestrial ruler and cosmic pivot" 2 surrounded and supported by the subordinate. For ancient Chinese who believed in the "mandate of heaven", anyone who successfully came to power had divine right. 3 For reaffirming or justifying his status, the succeeding monarch was willing to employ the canonical prescription to properly orientate and sanctify his own new capital. This explains the reason why there could be a sequence of capitals and associated "centralities" in the Guanzhong region. Each centrality was enclosed individually and was granted a different "cosmicizing" 4 symbolic meaning. In contrast to Chinese temporal and relative centrality, the ancient Romans embraced the idea of an invariable and absolute center, namely Umbilicus Urbis or Mundus. To the ancient Romans, a city by definition was where the deities inhabit forever. Deities were omnipresent in the city, as Roman historian Livy (Titus Livius, 64 or 59 BCE to 17 CE) described, a kind of "a reciprocal engagement" was established between gods and men. 5 As a result, even if it was sacked or ruined, the citizens would not forsake their city as long as the deities stayed.
6 A Roman city is sacred by nature for the reason that, a city could not come into being until canonical rituals had been properly performed. 1 Not only the exact center and boundary, but also the pomerium, of the city were determined by divine providence. The rites of founding the city were reiterated annually through festivals in order to rejuvenate the celestialterrestrial connection.
The Roman city was built for the citizens' interests rather than primarily the state's concern. Hence it was inaugurated publicly with the community's consensus and participation. In ancient times, the birthday of the city of Rome was highly valued and celebrated. Memories about the legendary founder and the founding event were recalled while the celebration procession took place along the symbolic territory of the city during ritual festivals such as Amburbalia (festival of the city enclosure), Ambarvalia (of the territorial limits), Terminalia, Lupercalia (where the she-wolf found the twins), dies Fabruatus, the dance of the Salian brothers, as well as Rome's birthday. 2 The routes and the choreography of public parades actually served to repeatedly strengthen the citizens' understanding of the history and topography of the city. 3 However, except the city's birthday, dates of certain Roman festivals were not fixed but were different from one city to another since the calendar was regulated neither by the course of the sun nor the moon but by the law of religion. 4 It seemed that the Roman way of celebration was more place-specific rather than time-relevant. Moreover, bodily experiences may perennially refresh or create citizens' memory of historic urban events and repeatedly enhance their sense of belonging to the city. Conversely, Chinese religious festivals were tied firmly to the agricultural seasons. 5 It was the monarch, as "the Son of Heaven", who had the exclusive obligation to institute a universal calendar for his people to follow. Unlike the Romans, the ancient Chinese seemed to pay more attention on explicit dates than places for performing ritual ceremonies.
1 Irrelevancy or no attachment to one irreplaceable place conformed to the temporality of Chinese capitals.
This section explains why the city of Rome persisted to stay while the Chinese capitals were prone to move comparatively from the ideology of the two ancient civilizations. Nevertheless, why and how were the layered cities of Rome generated? In other words, what was the mechanism that made Rome not only to stick to one place but stack upon more antique ones? Relatively, what triggered the serial capitals in the Guanzhong region for relocation? Was there any logic in the pattern of movements? For answering these questions, we need to take one step forward and investigate the relationship between the city and its natural environment respectively.
Practical Consideration: Surviving the Floods
Rivers are critical factors in locating human settlements, for a livable city should not be distant from adequate supplies of water and food, with ease of transportation, and in the meantime be safe from disastrous floods. It seems a natural dilemma that being close to the river may make the city vulnerable to floods. The sites of serial capitals in the Guanzhong region were greatly influenced by the Weihe River and eight of its tributary. Similarly, the evolution of Rome was confined by the Tiber River. It is observed that the movements of the Chang'an capitals have moved it farther and farther away from the Weihe River, that is to say, less and less prone to flood. On the contrary, the eternal city of Rome's resistance to move did not guarantee the site as a naturally safe and perfect one. Actually, Rome has never escaped from the threat of inundation even at the present day.
The first capital in the Guanzhong region should date back to the Chou dynasty in the eleventh century BCE. The twin cities Feng and Hao (1046-770 BCE) were in fact named after the tributaries they were situated by. Superior accessibility to water was an obvious virtue in determining the site. The second capital arose in this region, , occupied the plateau on the northern bank of the main stream, rather than the tributary, for better dominating militarily important ferry wharfs along the Weihe River. Although Xianyang was not far from the river, the water supply on the highlands was still a problem. To make up for this shortage, Xianyang began to expand southwards across the Weihe River. Although the new expanded Xianyang and Chang'an, the capital of the succeeding empire (from 202 BCE to 8 CE), both have always occupied the riversides' low-lying lands along the Weihe River, inundation was not that problematic, compared to droughts, until the frequencies of floods and droughts both increased notably since the end of the sixth century CE due to long-term climate change. 1 This has directly resulted in the abandonment of the old Han capital after being used for eight hundred years.
The next grand capital located in this region was the Sui-Tang Chang'an (583-904 CE). Environmental issues were vital concerns, along with ideological and political reasons, in making the decision of discarding the old Han Chang'an and constructing a new one nearby. In addition to being submerged in Emperor Wen's legendary nightmare, the old capital has been too deteriorated to inhabit and its groundwater too contaminated to drink as a result of repeated warfare.
2 And most importantly, the flood-prone area could no longer carry the weight of large building complexes. From the 6 th century onwards, such floods occurred more frequently, so shifting the capital elsewhere eventually became inevitable. It has been widely accepted that each relocation of the new capital has made it superior than the previous ones. And only if the water provision technique was advanced, which also signified humans' upgraded capability of adapting to the nature, could the capitals move to higher and drier grounds. Viewing from the pattern of serial relocation, Chang'an endeavored to balance against the dilemma of accessibility to water resources and the potential inundation as opposed to Rome's continually living with the floods.
To the ancient Romans, by contrast, floods were taken more as oracles or portents than simply vicious catastrophes that inhabitants could or should normally avoid or actively take effective measures of remedy. 3 In fact, Rome was doomed for routine inundation 4 since the very moment of its legendary birth. The life of Romulus, the founder of Rome, was saved by the fatal flooding as Gregory S. Aldrete stated it as "the divinely directed floodwaters functioned as the agent who selected the actual site of Rome". 5 Being situated right on the floodplain and having the most important symbolic center submerged in water 6 was therefore not a coincidental outcome. In other words, the ancient Romans did not choose the site in proximity to the river primarily out of water availability as their Chinese counterpart did. indeed affected but did not jeopardized most of the citizens' daily lives for the following reasons. First of all, casualties could be alleviated because the highly uneven topography of Rome made it possible to take refuge quickly on nearby higher grounds as the Tiber rose. Moreover, fresh potable water could still be delivered via aqueducts from distant mountains while major bathhouses on the highland were still in function and shelters were provided during and after the inundation. 1 Those conditions found no analogue in any of the Chang'an capitals, which not only relied on river and canal water, well, lakes or groundwater but also lacked similar types of public buildings. All such distinctions that made submersion less unendurable to the Romans might help to partly explain why they never thought of escaping from or fighting against the threat but making up their minds to live out the floods in peace.
While flooding was seemingly accepted as part of the urban life in Rome, it physically brought about other circumstances, namely the alteration of natural topography and the built environment. If submerged in water the buildings would become structurally unstable, their deteriorating process would accelerate, and they could even collapse. When the water receded, silt left by the floods was too difficult to be cleaned up that it usually remained on the site and became a new ground level for succeeding construction. Debris, together with silt, rubble, man-made refuse, and other aggregated fill, gradually filled up the valley, continually raised the ground, and buried lower parts of buildings. In addition to flooding, accumulation produced by other forms of calamities such as the ashes of erupting volcanoes, dirt carried by sandstorms, debris caused by conflagrations and earthquakes all were responsible for generating the superimposed layers that are nowadays beneath the modern city of Rome. The uplift of artificial ground could be unplanned or purposeful since the raised floor would certainly keep facades more visible above standing crowds in the triumphal parades 2 , or at least help to alleviate the damages induced by floods. For instance, as much as eight successive layers of paving exhibited the elevation of the originally low-lying Roman Forum. 3 In reality, the historical center of Rome is covered with a layer of uniformly thick accretion. An enormous quantity of man-made debris up to 93 million cubic meters was piled up within the enclosure of the Aurelian Walls with an average thickness ranging from 2 to 5 meters (6.6 to 16 feet). 4 Deposits more than 15 meters (49 feet) in depth, being filled as the base for construction or simply generated by dumping, were not an unusual scene. 1 The Basilica of San Clemente in Rome, situated at the very bottom of a ravine, was such a case that demonstrated the superimposition of at least three large complexes of various historical periods. The lowest level of building complex, datable to the first century BCE, is 14 meters (45 feet) under the level of the medieval basilica. It is inspiring to see that, comparatively, the stratum of the Tang dynasty (circa seventh to ninth century CE) is merely 0.7 m below the present street level.
Material Aspect: Constructed Eternity versus Planned Ephemerality
Ancient Chinese and Roman contrasting attitudes towards the relationship between the capital and its watery surroundings should also be understood from the aspect of the construction materials and associated mentality. This may as well facilitate to clarify the formation of the "horizontally shifted" ancient cities versus the "vertically layered" ones.
Using timber and rammed earth as primary construction materials made the ancient Chinese have no choice but to flee from the floodwaters. Commonly seen Chinese construction materials such as timber, adobe, mud, bamboo, and straw were decomposable and could not resist to immersion. The Chinese traditionally lived in timber framework inlaid with mud and braided bamboo partition walls. For signifying the owner's dignified status, the timber building complexes would be erected on top of massive foundations made of rammed earth. To protect the wooden and earthen parts of the buildings immune from dissolving or decaying, giant straw or terracotta tiled roofs with expanded eaves were required. Nevertheless, the giant roofs could only shed rainwater coming from above but were unconcerned with the ponding that submerged at the foot of the buildings. Since Chinese rammed earth foundations were normally surfaced with plaster yet not entirely coated with kiln-dried bricks before the Ming dynasty (fourteenth to seventeenth century), 2 flooding would severely undermine their solidity as a whole. Oppositely, being constructed in brick, stone, and concrete made the Roman cities more resistant to damage induced by inundation.
Similar to the consequences of floods that resulted from ancient Roman's inactive countermeasures, the elevated ground and layered urban history should also attribute to constructing in stone. Ancient Romans had such an appetite for marble that emperor Augustus (63 BCE-14 CE) even prided himself on successfully transforming Rome from a brick city to a marble one. Augustus's boast implied that stone was not treated as simply a construction material.
Stone-built constructions not only make room for utilitarian uses but also set the stage for exhibiting political power as Richard Sennett said that "the realm of certified stone in the city" would literally make the Romans "look and obey an enduring regime".
1 Romans' continual prestige of marble was out of the desire to construct an "Eternal City". Just because all living creatures would fade away some day, fiction of a durable, continuing and unchanging city was necessary for the Romans. In order to make the ideal of eternity more conceivable and credible, the emperor had to dramatically visualize his powers through repetitive pictorial narration and the construction of imperishable building complexes, which would be best represented in stone. 2 Both the fever of visualizing eternity in stone-construction and the ultimate abandonment of the once great city resulted in Rome's superimposed urban layers. Monuments and buildings were so concentrated in and around certain places with important symbolic meanings that older erections had to be removed periodically to make room for new incoming ones. 3 This kind of replacement or reconstruction was never an easy task if not adopting extreme measures. Taking the Baths of Trajan for instance, a leveled-up platform of 317 m by 332 m was generated by the dislocation of living quarters within designated area and the partial demolition of an existing palace complex, the Domus Aurea (the Golden House). 4 The remnants of the Domus Aurea were then buried underground and reused as the foundation for the new bath complex. Constructing in masonry definitely made such a transformation and superimposition especially feasible since bricks, rubble, as well as concrete relics could be aggregated easily and well integrated to form a stable stratum. And judging from the structural aspect, the superimposed upper construction could be built with or without regard to the underground mass.
Also worth mentioning was the fact that the collapse of rapidly built roughcast insulae (4-5 storied apartments) was not rarely seen in this densely populated capital. Considering the amount and weight of all such debris, the ancient Romans usually chose not to empty it out but build right upon it. Moreover, as many buildings fell into disuse due to the decrease of the population in medieval Rome, indifference to the imperial ruins further increased the thickness of man-made debris. When the once highly appraised sites with stone construction were degraded as quarries, the dismantling of the Domus Aurea was built by the notorious emperor Nero in 68 CE. Instead of completely torn down the whole structure of Domus Aurea, anything higher than 47 m. above sea level (masl) was demolished while the lower-storied walls and vaults were retained and buried underground. metal joints, that originally served to fasten each piece of stone component together, accelerated the crumbling of the already dilapidated structures. From late Antiquity to the Middle Ages, more mounds of debris were thus generated and new routes emerged on top because the inhabitants took shortcuts to pass through the ruins. 1 It was supposedly because of the availability of spolia, which meant the reuse of earlier architectural components, that medieval Rome did not move away. Marble and tufo, taken from imperial monuments, were reused in new buildings for sure although they could also be transported faraway. A sense of superiority and symbolic meaning associated with using stone, especially marble, went on as more connotation attached.
2 Symbolic meanings might evolve over time according to various purposes of reuse. Also important was the facts that several Christian popes endeavored to reorganize and reposition monuments of imperial Rome as landmarks for pilgrimage tourism, thus converted the original pagan association.
Regarding the spiritual tradition and bias toward construction materials, what the ancient Romans excluded was exactly what the ancient Chinese embraced. Although the reason why ancient Chinese used so much timber remains debatable, 3 it is widely accepted that the Chinese preference for decomposable materials should not be viewed purely as a lack of endurable ones. Clearly, ancient Romans struggled to fictionalize an enduring place that ran counter to the ongoing time flows whereas the ancient Chinese deliberately insisted on building their residences in accordance with the natural life cycle of growth and decay every creature would undergo. That is to say, as Romans invented and crafted eternity, the Chinese conceived and planned ephemerality. 4 The use of timber was intended to emphasize the sense of liveliness. 5 And as a result, its consequential decaying was not evaluated as a shortage but eventually transformed to be taken as a sign of correspondence between humanity and the universe.
Ancient Chinese construction was considered as changeable and temporal as clothing and vehicles in Liang Sicheng's description (1901-1972; 1981: 8-9) . 1 Liang's metaphor of external outfits could be further elaborated as that a building not only satisfied the needs for a functional shelter but also manifested a hierarchical symbol. Based on Confucian moralities and formalities, the scale and complexity of one's dwelling should be upgraded or degraded in order to suitably fit and signify the owner's social status. Judging from the structural and architectonic aspects, wood tenoned framework and module systems certainly have great flexibility for efficient adaptation and reconstruction. Moreover, the physical condition of the residences could be seen as an indicator of whether the family was prosperous or not. Because regular renovation was required for the buildings made of decomposable materials, the house would soon fall into the state of dilapidation if a family had either financial deficiency or no progeny to take charge of maintenance.
The ancient Chinese neither confined themselves to one single capital nor endeavored to construct immortal buildings for the living mortal anyhow. Such mentality had its origins in Chinese conventional beliefs. First of all, Chinese predominant elites were accustomed to advocate metaphysics yet depreciate materiality. And undoubtedly they were disciplined to moderate excessive physical appetites, such as the pursuit of sumptuous and indestructible housing construction. Actually, being aware of the fact that even stone would be rotten in the long run, Chinese literati providently resorted to the texts to have their conduct and imaginarily built architecture archived and handed down forever. 2 Additionally, it goes without saying that the notion of constructing long lasting public spaces in order to win prestige and aggrandize themselves was foreign to Chinese bureaucrats who gained their positions by appointment rather than by votes. Probably inspired by the Buddhism faith, furthermore, there was no need to persist in materiality since the world itself was nothing but an illusion. Instead of constancy, permanence per se resided in constant variation on the basis of Chinese philosophy. Establishing an everlasting "monument" was alien to Chinese concepts. It was spiritual longevity in preference to physical perpetuation the ancient Chinese truly aspired after. The name of the city Chang'an literally signified the Chinese mindset of longing for everlasting happiness and tranquility. Nevertheless, these mental wishes were regarded as nothing to do with immortal materialization. Employing mainly decomposable materials was the cause that motivated the successive relocation of the capitals in the Chinese Guanzhong region. Due to the same reason, each past capital left comparatively thin layers of debris owing to the decomposition of timber, certainly if the wood members had neither been burned down nor transported elsewhere yet. Although the rammed earth foundations were weathered and eroded, they were nearly the only reminders that survived up to the present on account of their immobility. The leftovers from the distant past would deeply affect subsequent urban development. In this regard, the eternal city of Rome served as an intriguing antithesis. Superimposing right upon or keeping distance away from the ancient ruins demonstrated only two of the possibilities. To most of the cities, piles of debris could be seen as a historical burden. For a city prone to floods like Rome, nevertheless, imperishable debris might not be that troublesome for it could be used to raise the ground. And also the gradual uplift of artificial terraces unexpectedly buried and preserved the historic cities of Rome in various phrases. On the contrary, the spatial temporalities of the city Chang'an exhibited both on reused materials and relocated sites made the vestiges obscurer to discern and simultaneously called for the redefinition of "authenticity".
Conclusions
This article analyzes the cause and the formation of ancient Rome's vertically superimposed urban layers as well as Chang'an's horizontally dispersed evolving patterns. Just because later developments kept their distance from the former ones, either at altitude or latitude, they could all possibly be retained without being erased like a palimpsest. Apparently, how these historic relics, nowadays cultural heritage sites, were originally situated and distributed will greatly impact on the contemporary practice of heritage conservation, tourism and urban development.
Following the rapid urban sprawl of contemporary Xi'an in the past decades, the serial sites of abandoned former capitals were incorporated into the metropolitan region again one after another. The more outlying the heritage sites, the later they were dealt with in the urban agenda. In addition, the farther heritage sites happened to be the ones that were more antique. Such a coincidence therefore made the spatial layout of Xi'an look like the annual ring (See Figure 4) . Judging from the feasibility of realizing conservation, however, the more scattered the heritage sites, the more they were exposed to the threats of climate conditions and human activities. In the case of Rome, with the aid of archeological discovery and the prosperity of the tourism industry, visitors nowadays can get a visual and sensational idea about Rome's urban history by reading the superimposed structural remains underground. The distinct layered composition made Rome's past become illustrated orderly like a geologic stratum (See Figure 4) . Since the layers of Rome's masonry ruins stacked upon one another accordingly, the deeper the position usually signifies that the relics were more antique. Being buried underground helped to keep the relics relatively intact on the one hand, but on the other, it also concealed their existence and made them forgettable. It is a paradox that the historic relics could not be preserved and appreciated without excavation while the same act itself accompanied inevitable damages. Consider the weight of the layered relics based on the law of gravity, archeological excavation could only be executed according to the orders of time. Different from the isolated and independent heritage sites in Xi'an, in order not to cause any harm to the upper structure in Rome, not all of the remnants beneath it could be revealed.
The spatial particularities of the heritage sites, either scattered or aggregated, are critical to how later generations perceive, interpret, represent, and adaptively reuse the city's culture and history. While hindering and delaying the city's modernization progress, the heritage sites within the city region can also be the exclusive advantage and monopoly resources for district revitalization and promotion in the global world. Since this article deals with the cause and mechanism of such a paired temporal-spatial configuration, further investigation will be required to address the issues of the representation of respective heritage sites.
